Welcome to English IV Dual Credit with Mrs. Forys (4 Es)

- Pick up handouts from the front table.
- Sit anywhere today. We will make a seating chart based on where you choose to sit later this week.
- Do you need *Into the Wild*? If so, see Mrs. Forys after class.
- Consider your “Chat Pack” question. If you feel you cannot answer it, ask for a new one.
You MUST have your textbook sheet signed tonight!
Text @forys4dc
To 81010
Remind.Com/APP
Meet and Greet

• Turns by volunteer basis.
• Tell me your first and last name.
• Read your prompt aloud.
• Answer the prompt **honestly.**
Hayley Forys
when the person that always asked the teacher personal questions to get them to monologue gets suspended

Earth just lost its best defender.

Questions?